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selling the iDea

Thankfully, there is no shortage of evidence supporting the 
advantages to us of having dogs in the office. If your workplace 

already allows dogs, getting permission to take in your dog may simply 
be a case of a chat with your line manager, or filling in a form. If you 
need to make a case for having your dog along, here are just a few of the 
points you can make – 

✔ A 2012 study found that allowing dogs in the workplace reduced
 stress (a major contributor to employee absenteeism, and one that’s
 expected to rise over the coming years), and increased job
 satisfaction

✔ Another study from the same year showed that having dogs around
 increased cohesion and team satisfaction

✔ A 2002 study found that dogs being present lowered blood pressure
 in stressful situations

✔ Dogs have been found to increase social interaction and improve
 mood

✔ A dog-friendly policy can lead to enhanced recruitment

✔ Dogs in the workplace have been shown to improve employee
 retention – one study showed that staff were 53% more likely to stay
 with a pet-friendly company

✔ Another study found that two thirds of Human Resource decision-
 makers are asked about pet-friendly policies
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Laying the groundwork

✔ It’s been found that allowing dogs in work increases employee
 productivity

And all with no financial input required from the employer! In fact, 
65% of respondents to a survey in Modern Dog magazine said they 
would take a reduced salary if it meant they could take their dog to work. 

Whilst making your case, it’s important to consider your workplace 
and its priorities, as well as any concerns your employer may have, and 
what you can offer as mitigating factors. There are a number of potential 
risks and disadvantages that your employer might be concerned about, 
though many of these can be reduced or eliminated –

?	 Insurance and claims if something goes wrong, who will be responsible?
 Having the appropriate liability insurance as well as a signed
 indemnification agreement between employer and employee stipulating
 that the latter will ultimately assume responsibility for any liability suffered
 by the employer by permitting dogs in the workplace may go some way
 toward allaying this concern
 
? Does the lease allow it? Many workplaces are leased, and if the lease
 prohibits animals on the premises your employer could find itself in breach
 of its obligations. If the lease does not allow dogs in the workplace, your
 employer may be able to negotiate an exception

? Cultural sensitivities Some religions consider dogs unclean, and working
 in close proximity with them may be a problem for advocates of such
 religions. There are cultures that regard canines as guard dogs only, and
 find them threatening. Is the workplace designed in such a way that enough
 distance can be maintained between those who do not wish to be around
 dogs for whatever reason and the dogs?

? Allergies 15-30% of people with allergies are allergic to cats and dogs.
 Some of the allergens from dogs will linger in an area that the animal has
 been in even after they have left. Maintaining dog-friendly and dog-free
 zones may be possible for those with allergies to use. Dog-friendly zones
 should be clearly marked to avoid someone with allergies accidentally
 entering an area with allergens, even though there are no dogs present

? Health There may be concern around zoonotic diseases such as parasites.
 Having guidelines surrounding regular vet check-ups and vaccinations
 where appropriate could address this issue. Additionally, simple, basic hand
 hygiene can negate almost all risks

? Trip and fall hazards The dogs themselves, their leads or accessories could
 pose a trip hazard. Most workplaces have the potential for trip and fall
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Case study: Bobby

Whilst running puppy classes in London, I had 
the pleasure of working with Mary and her 
pride and joy, Bobby, a 14-week-old Miniature 
Dachshund.

Mary is the kind of dog owner I love to 
meet. She had held off getting a puppy until 
she was sure she could meet all of his needs. 
She understood that a puppy couldn’t be 
left at home alone while she went to work 
each day, so she had consulted with her 
workmates and boss, and had acquired Bobby on 
the understanding that he could come to work with her. Everyone 
was very enthusiastic at the thought of having a puppy at work ...

However, as anyone who has reared a puppy can attest, the reality 
of rearing a peeing, pooing, nipping, mischievous ball of fluff is not without 
its problems. Things got off to a good start in the office with Bobby, and 
everybody loved him. By the time he was five months old, however, the 
cracks had begun to show. Bobby was being a typical five-month-old dog; 
getting up to the usual mischief. He raided handbags left on the floor, and 
ran around the office. If he was crated to prevent behaviour like this, he 
barked. He barked at people coming into the office, and he barked at noises. 
Of course, Mary had strategies to deal with this behaviour: Bobby had things 
to chew, a snuffle mat to sniff around  in, and regular breaks ... until the 
introduction of a rule that Bobby could eat food from his bowl only, lest mice 
be encouraged. Mary’s best laid plans were falling apart ... The situation 
was becoming stressful for everyone involved, and Mary had to drastically 
reduce how often she took Bobby into the office.

Now an adult dog, Bobby is much better able to settle at work, and 
goes to the office on quieter days, happy to relax by Mary’s desk. Mary is 
able to work from home two days a week, has a friend look after Bobby one 
day a week, and he goes to doggy daycare for the remaining two days.

In hindsight, Mary believes that taking Bobby into the office as 
a puppy was not the best idea, and that had she put other dog care 
arrangements in place until he was older, and gradually habituated him 
to the office, he would have been better equipped to manage the office 
environment, and able to go in every day as a result.

Bobby  in serious mode.
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Planning your dog’s day in the office can be the difference between 
success and failure. This chapter will deal with some of the plans you 

can put in place to ensure your dog is happy, calm and coping!

a suitable spot
Finding the most suitable location for your dog might take a little time 
and thought.  In an ideal world, your dog should be able to choose 
where he would like to be, but this may not be possible. If you would like 
your dog to have a primary spot for resting in, it is important to choose 
somewhere he’ll be as comfortable as possible. There are a few things to 
consider.

Proximity to you: This, perhaps, goes without saying, but it’s likely your 
dog will want to be close to you. Is this possible? If you’re based in an 
office, is there space for him near your desk? 

Temperature: A dog’s ability to 
regulate body temperature is more 
limited than ours. If he is too hot, 
he will tend to want to lie out in a 
cool spot on the floor. If too cold, 
he’ll curl up.  Consequently, placing 
your dog’s bed in direct sunlight, 
beside a radiator, or next to an 
air-conditioning vent may deter 
him from using it! Temperature 
preferences vary dog-to-dog, 
with some always seeking nice, 

chapter 4

Planning your 
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Although she’s free to move around, 
Sadie has a bed under her owner’s desk.
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Planning your dog’s day at the office

sunny spots, and others seeking out cooler positions. Take your dog’s 
preferences into consideration when choosing his primary location.

Noise: As mentioned previously, the superior hearing ability that canines 
have can mean they find some noises distressing, even though they 
may not bother us; it is therefore really important to find your dog a 
spot where noise is minimised. Can you turn down the volume of your 
phone’s ring tone? Perhaps you can ensure you are away from noisy 
office machinery. Is your office somewhere people gather to chat and 
laugh or, even worse, argue and shout?

A good vantage point: Dogs are naturally curious, and curiosity is a great 
indicator of a happy dog. Many dogs will choose to rest where they can 
keep an eye on as many  people and entry/exit points as possible.

Barriers: Alternatively, for some dogs, having a visual barrier in place can 
prevent him from being hyper-alert about things happening in the office.

This barrier keeps Huntley in a safe place with his person, whilst still allowing 
him to see what is going on. (Courtesy Jan Hugo Borg-Magnussen)




